1. INTRODUCTION

Female played a critical role in development of any nation’s economy in last few decades. Some organizations like International Labour Organization (ILO), Indian Express and National Survey Reports etc. highlighted that the ratio of working females sensationaly expanded in the organizations. Numerous researchers did
their analysis to understand the reasons that why are the number of working females increasing in the Indian society. Researchers identified manifold reasons like; Firstly, females are more educated as compared to earlier time because of this they want to become self-dependent for their livelihood. Secondly, families are increasing their living standards as compared to the previous time because of this the income of a male person is not enough for their livelihood. To fulfill their families’ requirements and to provide a wealthy life to their children the scenario of dual career couples are increasing in Indian society. Thirdly, like abroad in India the couples’ separation rate is also expanding which increases the number of working females to be acted an independent and a single parent.

On the other side, various research reports are highlighted the immeasurable reasons that females are also doing pull out or left their employment. As indicated by ILO report that the core reason is inequality in employment opportunities. It implies that equivalent employments are not accessible for females as like males. In India, there is exceptionally less number of enterprises which are providing a platform for females act as a workforce. Furthermore, females are also facing an issue of abusive, bullying and provocation at work environment in developing nation like India. As Indian government is concerned with sexual harassment problem, a legal provision passed on this in 2013. According to this law enterprises where 10 or more than 10 employees are employing, grievance committee have been settled to investigate all complaints. Hester and Dickerson (1984) identified the dearth of Dual Career Couple (DCC) need of job. It could be as the living standards in society increased in last couple of years. The organization is providing facility to their employee where they can feel comfortable and not to worry for their children’s care. Working couples get absent and took unplanned leave due to which their company feel reluctant in growth perspective. So, this research is an initiative or an attempt in direction of examining the relationship between OSDCA, TR and JS.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW:
HYPOTHESES SYNTHESIS AND CONCEPTUAL MODEL

2.1. Dual Career Couples (DCC) and Organizational Sponsored Day Care Amenities (OSDCA)

For organizations it is mandatory they provide organizational sponsored day care facility in order to achieve desirable benefits from their workforce like motivated staff, increase in sales or inception of new ideas etc. Researchers like (Hester & Dickerson, 1984; Rapoport & Rapoport, 1969) defined dual career couples as a relationship between two persons those who are committed to one another and having similar accountabilities towards their profession, employment as well as their family. Organizational sponsored day care amenities reflect a way that enterprises are taking some initiatives to satisfy the need of workers associated with their child care. A very few enterprises disburse a limited amount of money to offer this amenity to their staff as a welfare scheme. A research survey done by Jawaharlal Nehru College (JNU), fewer than 20 percent enterprises are following this provision in New-Delhi. Third and preeminent reason is the females’ consideration for their kids.
Present research dissected that how organizational sponsored day care amenities is affecting dual career couples’ truancy rate and job satisfaction level. The truancy rate and job satisfaction has been considered as criterion while ESCC has predictor one. In developing nation context like India, DCC has shown greater inception as compared to developed nations. This study also catered the impact of gender on employee’s truancy rate to know their pattern for attendance rate (truancy) in organization because of child’s care concerns as their main objective due to which organization suffered with human loss.

Workforce who have kids below age of six are taking their impromptu leave conducted by AT &T in Indian parlance. It was also noticed that they deteriorate their productivity and also shift their work orientation towards their kids and spending their lot of time in kid care issues especially sickness. In addition to this another survey revealed that 65 percent parents are coming late additionally leaving early their jobs because of child-care related issues. The hypothesis developed is:

\[ H_01: \text{There is no existence of DCC and OSDCA} \]

2.2. Truancy (TR)

Truancy is an activity which indicated that employees are consistently and regularly remain absents from their scheduled work. Enormous researchers postulated that employees’ truancy of is a contemporary issue for the organization. Moreover, different researchers (Steers & Rhodes, 1978; Meisenheimer, 1990; Geurts et al., 2000; Barmby et al., 2002; Johns, 2003; Gimeno et al., 2004; Barham & Begun, 2005; Leaker, 2008; Agrawal & Gautam, 2018) highlighted that truancy rate among the female staff were more as compared to male staff. Likewise, a research survey in U.S. unfolds this fact that truancy rate of female staff was 58 percent higher when contrasted with male staff. The method of reasoning was presumed that females were indicating higher truancy rate as a result of family obligations like kids’ care as well as elder care. Steers and Rhodes (1978) posited that as the family size and responsibilities increased then the truancy rate among female employees also increased. Keith & Schafer (1980) indicated that as the number of children increased in the family then the improper balanced arisen in family and work. They also concluded that pressure for quality work life balance was more in working married women as compared to unmarried working women. Miller (1984) supported the fact that unmarried female employees were revealing less truancy rate as compared to the married female employees. Additionally, Barmby et al., (2002) underlined the fact that married working females’ revealed greater rate of absenteeism when contrasted with unmarried working females. The reasoning of this finding was that married females had higher affectability towards their family accountabilities. Furthermore, the discoveries of Barham and Begun (2005) uncovered a huge distinction between the truancy rate of females those were having self-dependent kids and not having self-dependents kids. The hypothesis developed is:

\[ H_02: \text{There is no reciprocal relationship of OSDCA with Truancy} \]
2.3. Job Satisfaction

Job satisfaction is a reflection of a pleasurable emotion and feeling of accomplishment driven by an individual from their job. It is a vivid term in psychology and research. Miller (1984) discovered that female workforce who was having children demonstrated high truancy as well as lower job satisfaction when contrasted with male workforce. Based on discoveries, it was inferred that organizational sponsored daycare amenities help in crumble staffs’ truancy rate and expands staffs' efficiency and employment satisfaction. Furthermore, Youngblood and Cook, (1984) diagnosed that organizational sponsored day care amenities help to enhance the commitment and satisfaction level of the workforce as well as decay the truancy rate. Additionally, Eisenberger et al. (1990) highlighted this fact that at whatever point staff recognizes themselves as worthy part of the organization then at that point there was a positive and critical effect of it on their regularity, involvement, fulfillment and efficiency. Similarly, Kossek and Nichol (1992) unfold this fact that organizational sponsored day care amenities significant positively affect the employees’ attitude, satisfaction level. It was also diagnosed that these amenities significant negatively associated with truancy and turnover rate of the employees. A survey conducted by Cornell University in US revealed in increased satisfaction level in employer and also reduced the truancy rate of employees by 20-30 percent and turnover rate by 37-60 percent respectively. The hypothesis developed is:

H_03: There is no impact of OSDCA on Job satisfaction

As Agrawal and Gautam (2018) found that the relationship amongst absenteeism and employer supported child care facility was found inverse relationship and significant but in what magnitude the gender plays a role was not ascertained. So more prepositions on two categorical variables such as gender and number of child is considered.

2.4. Gender and Number of Children

At last but not least gender has been termed as moderator variable, supported by authors Steers and Rhodes (1978), and Keith and Schafer (1980) revealed that gender had a significant impact on the absenteeism rate (truancy) of employees. Furthermore, analysis indicated that females were showing more absenteeism rate as compared to males. This directed to the researcher in order to consider the relevance of gender as a mediator for the present study. Number of child/ren was study by Simons et al. (1992), Amato (1990), and NICHD Early Child Care Research Network, (2002) established a relation with truancy and developmental outcomes of the study. The hypotheses developed as gender and number of child as moderator areas:

H_04a: There is no significant impact of OSDCA on the employees’ truancy gender as moderator.

H_04b: There is no significant impact of OSDCA on the employees’ Job Satisfaction gender ad moderator.

H_05a: There is no significant impact of OSDCA on the employees’ truancy Number of child as moderator.
H_{05b}: There is no significant impact of OSDCA on the Job Satisfaction Number of child as moderator.

The conceptual framework was shown in Figure 1. The next section deals with the methodology aspect of current paper.

3. METHODOLOGY

This study was a descriptive and cross sectional carried in between June 2017 to August 2017 by employing a self-structured questionnaire. A sample of 197 employees was tapped randomly from Amritsar and Jalandhar city of Punjab, India. This survey tool was used to gather the data from employees who were termed as Dual Career Couples (DCC). The scale used for this study was relied from different researchers’ statements from previous literature like (Su Kumar, 2009). A 5 point-Likert scale was considered for designing the survey tool, 1 shows the least agreed option and 5 indicate the most agreed option. Pre-testing was done on a small sample of 32 dual career couples (DCC) working in organizations to assured the validity and reliability concern of the research tool used for the study. Data collection was done by adopting non-disguised questionnaire from two major cities of Punjab like Amritsar and Jalandhar.

The employees were considered as respondent only when they were fulfilling the criteria; married and at least had one child. Rationale applied to assess the dearth of organizational sponsored day care amenities at work stations. As demographical profiles of the respondents is concern, only gender and Number of child/ren are catered as useful descriptive for males \( n=124 \) constituting 63.19 percent while for female \( n=73 \) constituting 36.81 percent out of final sample of 197 valid and usable questionnaires. The other useful demographical information is pertained by number of child/rens, couples having one child is \( n=120 \) 60.6 percent and couples having more than one child is 39.4 \( n=67 \) percent.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The DCC and OSDCA was found moderately correlated (Hair et al., 2010) and significant \( r=0.567 \) at 5 percent of significance level. So, H01 is rejected and hence alternate hypothesis established that there is a relationship between DCC and OSDCA.

4.1. Results of Measurement Model

To ensure validity of the scale used for the
study, a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was carried out on collected data. There were number of model fit indices tested such as CMIN (chi-square minimum/ degree of freedom), normed fit indices (NFI), GFI (Goodness of fit index), CFI (comparative fit index), AGFI (Adjusted Goodness of fit index) and Root Mean Square of Approximation (RMSEA).

4.1.1. Scale Reliability and Convergent validity

Cronbach alpha (\(\alpha\)) and composite reliability (CR) for each dimension used in the current study (Table 1) were two important and popular measure of internal consistency. It was found that both of these internal consistency were more than the suggested acceptable limit of 0.70 (Nunnally, 1978; Hair et al, 2010) as mentioned in Table 1. The measure CR was also significant and established as its all values were more than 0.50. Interestingly, it is more than AVE (average variance extracted) and ASV (average shared variance). Principal component analysis (PCA) method was performed and a very high inter-item correlations within each of the three dimensions used in this study, showing reliable and sufficient concern of convergent validity.

4.1.2. Discriminant Validity

The average variance extracted (AVE) by a construct must be more than the variances it shares with other constructs (Fornell & Larcker, 1981; Bagozzi et al., 1991; Hair et al,2010) for establishment of discriminant validity.

Table 1. Construct reliability with its psychometric properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Factor loadings</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>AVE</th>
<th>Cronbach ((\alpha))</th>
<th>ASV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Sponsored Child-Care Amenities (OSDCA)</td>
<td>0.799, 0.897</td>
<td>0.776</td>
<td>0.792</td>
<td>0.702</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truancy (TR)</td>
<td>0.904, 0.895</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.884</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td>0.164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job satisfaction (JS)</td>
<td>0.798, 0.813</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0.197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.819</td>
<td>0.713</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.877</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.877</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Discriminant and Convergent Validity of Survey tool

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(OSDCA)</th>
<th>(TR)</th>
<th>(JS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(OSDCA)</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(TR)</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>0.757</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(JS)</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>0.584</td>
<td>0.810</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: OSDCA- Organizational Sponsored Day care Amenities, TR- Truancy, JS-Job Satisfaction
validity. Table 2, the diagonal measures shows the square root of AVE and all other non-diagonal measure posits the correlations among constructs i.e. the shared variance. Since, in this study all non-diagonal values are lower than diagonal values showing the AVE for each construct is more than shared variation with respect to other constructs. The present evidence urges scale validation for the current used and has sufficient discriminant validity.

4.2. Testing Results of SEM

To test the proposed model, SEM approach was employed and the model showed a good fit. All measures were found to consistent with acceptable values as shown in Table 3. The model indices considered for the current study were found to be under prescribed limits (Hair et al, 2010). The model fit (CMIN/DF) chi square minimum/degrees of freedom was shown to be 1.988. This value was lower than the acceptable value of 3 (Andy, P. Field, 2005). Other measures such as CFI, GFI, NFI and TLI were 0.912, 0.921, 0.932 and 0.947 respectively. All values were found justifiable and above acceptable value of 0.900 (Hair et al, 2010). The RMSEA value was 0.041 which was less than acceptable value of 0.05. All the model indices supported for overall model fitness of the conceptual framework. All hypotheses identifying direct associationship were established at $p=.05$ and were supported by model mentioned in the Figure 2. The statistical and path coefficients are mentioned in Table 4.

Organizational Sponsored Day Care Amenities (OSDCA) was found significant with respect to Truancy (T) with $b=0.399$, $p<.05$. While, Job Satisfaction (JS) found to be most significant with (OSDCA) with $b=0.468$, $p<.05$.

Table 3. Model fit indices summary of SEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>NPAR</th>
<th>CMIN</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>CMIN/DF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Default</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>713.52</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturated</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independence</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1987.457</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>4.175</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Note: CFI- Comparative Fit Index, GFI-Comparative Fit Index, NFI-Normed Fit Index, TLI-Tucker-Lewis index, RMSEA-Root Mean Square Error of Approximation.

Table 4. Statistical and path coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organizational Sponsored Day Care Amenities</th>
<th>Truancy ($R^2=0.611$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.399***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Satisfaction ($R^2=0.701$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.468***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Structural model
4.3. Moderation analysis results

Moderation analysis was performed employing AMOS 21.0 by imbibing structural equation models using hypothesized model on two dimensions of each of the moderator. The current study relied on gender (Male and Female) and Number of Child (one child and two and above child). Both categories of two moderators, the structural model were found pertinent and well fitted with all overall fit indices (CMIN/DF less than 3, AGFI, GFI, CFI above threshold limit of 0.900 and RMSEA<0.05) within acceptable limits. The critical ratio (C.R.) (Greater than ± 1.96, \(p<0.05\)) test used to compare the association-ship among constructs of the hypothesized model, the regression weights for respective two categories of a moderator.

4.3.1. Gender as Moderator

The impact of predictor variable OSDCA on TR was more significant (path estimates) for female (\(b=0.564\)) than male (\(b=0.497\)) with different and significant with Z score =2.341 being greater than 1.96 (Table 5). So \(H_{1a}\) was supported. Our \(H_{2a}\) was also supported with impact of OSDCA on JS on being stronger for female as compared to male with significant different Z score of 2.817 which is greater than 1.96. So, all hypotheses \(H_{4a}, H_{4b}\) were found supported.

4.3.2. Number of child as Moderator

The impact of predictor variable OSDCA on TR was more significant (path estimates) for coups having more than 1 child (\(b=0.465\)) than having 1 child (\(b=0.435\)) with...
different and significant with \( Z \) score = 1.989 being greater than 1.96 (Table 6). So \( H_{4a} \) was supported. Our \( H_{4b} \) was also supported with impact of OSDCA on JS on being stronger for employees having 1 child \((b=0.375)\) as compared to employees having more than 1 child \((b=0.289)\) with significant different \( Z \) score of 2.003 which is greater than 1.96. So, all hypotheses \( H_{5a}, H_{5b} \) were found supported.

5. DISCUSSION

The concept of day care burnt out exceptionally for Dual career couples (DCC) in today’s turbulent environment. The pressure of quantifying the target is on the rise along with other accountabilities of the employees. The current present article is an attempt to fill the bridge between the employees abd the organizational sponsored day care amenities. Researchers Perry, 1978 and Farrel (1980) for females were perceived as a main impediment of their life. The primitive purpose of this article was to assess the relationship between OSDCA with respect to TR and JS, by incorporating the conceptual model. Further, it was analyzed that OSDCA was significant with TR and JS. Table 6, shows that moderator OSDCA as a main dimension Truancy (TR) with its beta value \((b=0.435)\) followed by Job satisfaction (JS) with \((b=0.325)\) for one child as moderator significantly as expected. Most of the results were on anticipated lines and therefore all hypotheses were conceptualized. It was also assessed that (OSDCA) significantly related with TR and JS. Gullekson et al. (2014) proved that organizations providing child-care facilities diminished the rate of employees’ absentees. This finding is also supported by the other authors like Goff et al., (1990), Kossek and Nichol (1992), Ezra and Deckman (1996), and Agrawal and Gautam (2018).

A report by Cornell University in 2004 that those employers provided employees children in terms of child-care facility like education support, fees reimbursement increased their efficiency, morale, satisfaction level and ultimately reducing the absenteeism among the employees. Goff et al. (1990), Kossek and Nichol (1992), and Ezra and Deckman (1996) concluded that employers’ sponsored child-care amenities positively affected job satisfaction but study by Ratnasingam et al, (2012) point of view for this aspect was negatively associated for job satisfaction. Furthermore, two categorical variables namely gender and number of child was moderated the relationship between OSDCA with TR and OSDCA provided significant effects. It was found that impact of OSDCA on TR was stronger for both genders, while JS was lower for female as compared to male. Similarly, TR was lower as in couples having one child with respect to more than one child, but it was inversely associated for job satisfaction.

6. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE

The first limitation is that the respondents are taken as dual career couples, which not truly represent the demographical attribute for a developing nation like India where working couple ratio is not as high of developed nation. Second, limitation is in the form of sample size it may not appropriate for generalization of the results. As in spite of these two limitation of the study still have futuristic implications for human resource
managers or organizations in terms of identify the utility and importance of these two terms such absenteeism and job satisfaction. In future HR practices may be adopted by managers certainly to eradicate the problem of truancy and will sustain their staff for long term sustenance. Further, scope may be including work engagement and family support for better validity and reliability concerns. Still many organizations have not understood and adopted these two factors in the manner as expected. Lastly, researchers must incorporate more dimensions to make present conceptual model as more robust by imbibing more constructs like family support, work engagement etc.

7. CONCLUSION

This study undergoes the vital issue of job satisfaction and absenteeism as a prevalent concern in today’s modern organization. The study demonstrates female has changed. Females are performing dual role as homemaker and organization maker. Perry (1978) and Farrel (1980) found thrust on sponsored child care facilities, Our finding from present study also explores the dearth of organizational sponsored day care amenities and consistent with the findings of Amato, (1990), Simons et al. (1992), and Agrawal and Gautam (2018). The moderation results in terms of gender are still significant and consistent to finding of various previous researches (Goff et al., 1990; Kossek & Nichol, 1992; Gullekson et al., 2014).

Organizational sponsored day-care amenities (OSDCA) have significant effect over job Satisfaction of employees (Goff et al., 1990; Kossek & Nichol, 1992; Ezra & Deckman 1996; Gullekson et al., 2014; Agrawal & Gautam, 2018). Furthermore, it has been explored that female are more indulged in truancy and less satisfied with their job satisfaction in developing nations like India because of lack of family support. This finding is quite relevant to previous author’s opinions (Steers & Rhodes, 1978; Johns, 2003; Barham & Begum, 2005; Agrawal & Gautam, 2018) shows on lower satisfaction level with in their work place. In order to uplift the satisfaction level and lowers the absenteeism amongst the employees than the organization has to employ more sophisticated day care amenities and incentives to their existing employees.
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Izvod

Претежна брига у садашњем радном окружењу су погодности дневног боравка за парове са двоструком каријером у земљама у развоју попут Индије. Ово игра значајну улогу у импровизацији односна послодавац и запослени. Ова студија идентификује кључне факторе попут изостајања и задовољства послом међу паровима са двојним каријерама према услугама дневног боравка које спонзоришу организације. Штавише, улога децњих вртића која су спонзорисана од стране организације испитана је заједно са модераторима као што су пол и број деце. Коришћен је дескриптивни дизајн истраживања кроз употребу упитника који је самоадминистриран на узорку од 197 запослених из две државе Пуњаба, тј. Амритсар и Пуњаб, Индија; како би се проценила улога модератора пола и броја деце у односу на организационо спонзорисане вртиће. Организационо спонзорисане погодности дневног смештаја према степени изостајања и задовољства послом су значајнији од организационо спонзорисане погодности дневног смештаја упозорили. Задовољство и пол модератора у односу на организационо спонзорисане вртиће су значајније од организационо спонзорисане вртића дневног смештаја на дугорочно одржавање постојања организације.
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